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An All-Nighter 

 
Someone tipped off Han Chou Telemetrics. 

 
04:17 in the Shunyi District, HCT Corporate Zone, you and your crew slipped out the 

back door of their secure server facility ninety seconds ahead of schedule. That minute 
and a half saved your life; you caught their Rapid Response Team by surprise. They 

came at you fast and heavy. You came back faster and heavier. When it was over they 
were down but your driver was dead and the get-away was totaled. So the four of you 

took off running. 
 

Han Chou management won’t call the police – which is good. They’d have to admit to 
the breach and that would translate into a huge hit to their reputation, as well as their 

stock values. So they’re handling this in-house – which is bad. That means every HCT 
Security Specialist and Rent-a-Cop in New Kowloon is gunning for you. 

 
You pulled an all-nighter on this one and there’s a trail of bodies, blood, and bullet 

casings in the dark alleys of Shunyi to prove it.  Less than an hour of night left, you’re 
still on foot and low on ammo, but you’re nearly home. Asian-Pacific holo-ads glow in the 

sky over the buildings just ahead. 
 

Your uplink squirted ‘Package Retrieved’ the second you stepped outside the HCT 
building, so you know your company will back you when you reach the Neutral Zone. 
With the UN-enforced ceasefire, Han Chou won’t risk an open confrontation. They’ll 

have to eat the loss. The nearest checkpoint is just seven blocks away, next to the Yintai 
Shopping Center. 

 
All you have to do is get there. 
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PART ONE: DENIABLE ASSETS  
Intro - Corporate Agents - Player Character Creation 

 

1.1  INTRODUCTION 
 

Corporate wars, shadow ops, cranial jacks, cyber-augmentations… you’ve been here before. 
You know how this goes. 
 
But familiarity breeds sloppiness and sloppiness will get you dead with a capital ‘P’ for 
Permanent.  So you’ve got no excuses. You have a team, you have a boss, and that boss gave 
your team a job. Take whatever you need: weapons, micro-drones, dark-ware, pharma-
derms, stealth gear... Just get it done.  
 
Because the particulars may change but the bottom line is the same: bring the package back 
or don’t come back at all. 
 
Welcome to New Kowloon, 2069. Now get to work. 
 
*** 
 

1.2  CORPORATE AGENTS AND CHARACTER CREATION 
 
You’re an Agent. A Ghost. A Corporate Ninja. You’re what every Sci Fi B-Movie killer cyborg wanted to 
be when it grew up: an augmented, upgraded, gene-spliced, neural-enhanced soldier in the future’s 
undeclared, corporate shadow wars.  
 
You do asset retrieval, VIP protection, black site security, data theft, infiltration, sabotage, 
assassination…  whatever the Top Floor needs done but doesn’t want to know about. You’re the 
Necessary Evil, the Dirty Little Secret, the Deniable Asset.  
 
HARDWIRED is a simple, fast play tabletop war game made for 28mm miniatures. Set in the fictional, 
futuristic mega-city of New Kowloon, it is designed to simulate the vicious firefights and desperate, dark 
ops of the ruthless corporate wars in the year 2069.  
 
HARDWIRED is a cooperative game, so you and your friends will be working together to accomplish 
each mission’s goals. Arrayed against you are your rival’s security forces, (Called H-SEC for Hostile 
Security) which will come at in waves, steadily ramping up in quantity and quality in an all-out attempt 
to stop you. (Usually by reducing you and your team mates into tiny, separate pieces.)  
 
In HARDWIRED, you will create an Agent, your Agent. This highly trained, cybernetically-modified 
operative will represent you on the table top as you sneak, slash, and shoot your way through missions 
alongside your friends.  
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TO START 

The first thing you need to do is pick out one or two of your favorite cyberpunk miniatures, or better yet 
buy a couple new ones. Next, grab a full set of Polyhedral Dice. You’ll need the D4, the D6, D8 and 
D10. Set aside the rest. Now gather up your all Neo-Tokyo, New Seattle, urban cyberpunk type terrain, 
and set it up on a minimum 36” x 36” area. You can go larger, but expect a longer, tougher game.  
 
To make an Agent, grab your miniatures and select a Specialization Protocol, or SP, for each one. The 
SP defines that Agent’s tactical focus and abilities, and grants in-game bonuses specific to that 
Specialization. Pick an SP in line with your miniature and your style of play, but remember - no single 
Agent can accomplish a mission on their own. You will need to work with a well-rounded team if you 
want to survive and thrive in the corporate shadow wars.  
 
The Specialization Protocols (SPs) will be explained in detail in the next section. For now, know the 
Ronin and the Razor are Combat Specialists, Ranged and Melee respectively. The Splicer is a cyber-
expert who hacks enemy networks or remote-pilots your team’s support drone, while the Sawbones is 
an ace at finding the edge you need to win and keeping you on your feet while you do it.  
 
After SPs come CAPs, or Combat Augmentation Programs. There are three categories of CAPs: 
Cyber, Combat, and Support. These are specific tactical software programs that boost an Agent’s skills 
and abilities. While they can be used repeatedly over the course of a mission, the intense drain on an 
Agent’s physical and internal cyber-systems means they can only be triggered individually for short 
amounts of time. The full explanation of CAPs is in the next section.    
 
So gather your friends, paint up your miniatures, pick the appropriate Specialization Protocol for each 
figure, look over the CAPs, and work together to form a team you’re confident can tackle your mega-
corporation’s dirty work. Good luck, omae.  
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PART TWO: HARDWARE - SOFTWARE 
Specialization Protocols and Actions - CAPs - Equipment 

 

2.1  SPECIALIZATION PROTOCOLS AND ACTIONS 
 
‘Use the right tool for the job.’ Folksy wisdom, sure, but that’s the secret of a successful black ops 
team. Each Agent may be frighteningly capable, astonishingly lethal, and ruthlessly efficient, but the 
real key is specialization.  
 
As mentioned earlier, there are Four (4) Agent SPs, or Specialization Protocols: the Ronin, the 
Razor, the Splicer, and the Sawbones. The Ronin and Razor are soldiers, ranged combat and melee 
experts respectively. The Splicer is a hacker/drone jockey, while the Sawbones is (obviously) your 
team medic.  
 
It is entirely possible to go heavy in a single area when making your team, say, padding your crew with 
Ronin and turning every mission into a firefight, but like it or not, Run-n-Gun isn’t the solution to every 
problem. The unpredictability and volatility of corporate black ops demand the finesse of a scalpel far 
more often than the blunt force trauma of a sledgehammer. As deadly as they are, a Ronin needs a 
Razor when things get up close and personal. The hard fact is both of them would be hard pressed to 
infiltrate a corporate rival’s Tier 3 A.I.-secured Network. And where would any of them be without a 
Sawbones to patch them up and keep them moving?   
 
In game terms, Specialization Protocols allow a player character to roll TWO of their selected die types 
rather than the standard One when attempting certain Actions and activating Combat Augmentation 
Programs related to their area of expertise. The game mechanics of Die Types and Actions is 
explained below, but in simple terms, this means that while all Agents can attempt any Action or try to 
activate any CAP, a Razor is far more deadly in a Close Combat situation, and when it comes to 
hijacking the Cerberus security drone that just stomped into the room, you’ll be thanking the Dark Net 
loa you’ve got a decent Splicer at your side. To repeat: An Agent can attempt any and all Actions but 
some Specialization Protocols provide bonuses when doing so.   
 
The list of Actions and their linked Specialization Protocols is below. Remember: Linked SPs roll TWO 
dice for those Actions. This grants them an extra chance to succeed at that particular task.   

 

ACTION LINKED SP 

Move Base Movement Splicer, Sawbones 

Ranged Attack Ronin 

Melee Attack Razor 

Dodge/Defend Ronin, Razor 

Activate Cyber-war CAP Splicer 

Activate Combat CAP Ronin/Razor 

Activate Support CAP Sawbones 

Interact (open door, free prisoner, 
turn switch, misc) 

NA 
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 2.2  COMBAT AUGMENTATION PROGRAMS 
 
Agents are not merely highly trained, elite soldiers. The integration of bleeding-edge technology makes 
them something far more – and somehow less – than human. Even then, neural jacks, sub-dermal 
armor, reinforced bone lacing, wired nervous systems, and enhanced senses are standard load-out for 
all corporate operators. It’s the CAPs that give them the real edge.    
 
CAPs, or Combat Augmentation Programs, are pre-installed, skill-specific pieces of software that 
can be periodically activated during a mission to further increase an Agent’s already frightening 
capabilities. CAP specifics are explained below, but for now understand there are three types of CAPs: 
Cybernetic, Combat, and General.  
 
While all Agents can access every type of CAP, Splicers have a definite affinity to Cybernetic CAPs, 
Ronin and Razors favor Combat ones, and a Sawbones can call on General CAPs to aid himself and 
his team. When attempting to activate a CAP linked with their SP, an Agent can roll TWO of their 
selected die types instead of the standard One. Keep in mind in this instance that the CAP can only 
provide ONE success result, but rolling two dice gives the Agent an extra chance.    
 
Here is the Master List of CAPs, explanations, and their linked SPs.  
 

CYBER/SPLICER COMBAT/RONIN 
AND RAZOR 

GENERAL/SAWBONES 

BLACK HAT WIRED REFLEX ADRENAL BOOST 

OVERLOAD TARGET SYSTEM MEDIC 

HIJACK/RESIST DERMAL ARMOR OVERWATCH 

PILOT NANO-SHIELD SQUAD LINK 

 
 
CYBER CAPs (linked to SPLICER SP)  
BLACK HAT: +1 to Infiltrate Security or Data network. Success Roll is modified by target system’s 
Security level. See ‘Networks and Firewalls’ in Section Three. 
OVERLOAD: Force shut down of cyber/electronic system, be that a Network, Drone, or Cyborg. 
HIJACK/RESIST: Assert control of Network, Drone, or Cyborg, allied or rival. See ‘Networks’ in Section 
Three for details.  
REMOTE CONTROL: Remote piloting of Allied Drone. See Drone rules in ‘Equipment’ portion of this 
section.  
 
COMBAT CAPs (linked to RONIN/RAZOR SP)  
WIRED REFLEX: +2 to all Melee rolls for one turn. Lasts until next activation.   
TARGET SYSTEM: + 1 to Ranged Attacks that Activation. -1 to Target Defense Rolls.  
DERMAL ARMOR: Defense Dice shift up by 1 and +1 to all Defense Rolls until next Activation. 
NANO-SHIELD: A personal, stationary defense barrier. Can be placed as desired adjacent to Agent 
and provides an extra D10 Defense/Dodge roll from that angle. This barrier is in addition to regular 
Defense/Dodge Rolls and stacks with Terrain modifiers. Nano-Shield lasts until it is destroyed.  
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GENERAL CAPs (linked to SAWBONES SP)  
ADRENAL BOOST: Provides a +4” bonus to all subsequent Movement actions for Agent’s Activation. 
(So a standard 4” Move increases to 8”) The speed increase also provides a Defense/Dodge Die Shift 
up by 1 when targeted by Ranged or Melee attacks until the Agent’s next activation. (standard 
Defense/Dodge Die D6 goes to D8) 
MEDIC: Activate Medical Nanites. Heals 1 Wound to Self or Ally in Base-to-Base contact. 
OVERWATCH: Allows an Agent to Interrupt Enemy Activation with Single Action. Agent must use 
same Die Type to attempt Action as was used to activate Overwatch CAP. Also grants +1 Bonus to 
Roll.  
SQUAD LINK: This CAP allows an Agent to pass an action to fellow squad member. This gives the 
receiving Agent an immediate opportunity to act with same die type. Two if Action is linked with their 
SP.  
 
To repeat: An Agent can attempt to activate any and all types of CAPs but Specialization Protocols 
provide bonus dice when attempting certain ones.    

 
2.3  EQUIPMENT  
 
An Agent may be seen in public without his black leather trench coat and mirror shades, but they feel 
positively naked without a silenced Skorpion EVO 17 sub-machinegun, a Maas Biotech Cranial Neural 
jack, and at least one mono-edge, viral-coded Tebbit knife. Augs are under the hood; Gear is chrome.  
 
EQUIPMENT SLOTS  
Agents have Two (2) Equipment Slots and may select one item per slot. Some large items like drones 
count as two. Equipment selections are not restricted by SP, neither are they permanent. When 
prepping for a mission, Agents may kit up with any item from the Master List below as their objectives 
requires. Be aware however, gear can only be changed out between missions. What you pick for the 
run is what you get – so choose wisely.  
However, an Agent may leave a slot empty when deploying. This would allow them to add - and use - 
an item recovered during a run. Should an Agent select a single use item like a grenade or Cyber-War 
Macro and use it during the course of a run, this will free a slot for any in-mission pick up items.  
 
EQUIPMENT LIST  
There are three categories of equipment: Cyber, Combat, and Support. The Master Lists for each 
category are below.  Remember that Item selections are not restricted by SP, however there are 
obvious advantages to equipping Agents with those that are related to their specialization. Equipment 
items are ‘used’ by rolling a successful Interact Action on any die type. A Failed roll simply means the 
attempt to use the item was unsuccessful. Except where noted, the Agent can attempt to use an item 
as often as needed, until they succeed.  
 
CYBER GEAR  
Cyber Gear is currently limited to single-use cyber-war programs also known as CW Macros. There are 
Four Types of Cyber-War Macros: Gibson for Infiltrating. Banks for Overloading. PKD for Hijack/Resist, 
and Williams for Piloting.  
Cyber-War Macros are considered Equipment and can be used when the player deems appropriate. 
Roll a Die to Interact, then roll for the Macro. Once the Cyber-War Macro D10 rolls have been made, 
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the CW-Macro is removed from the Agent’s inventory, regardless of Success or Failure of the rolls. If 
successful, the two dice rolls are free as they represent the program working. (not the Agent) The 2 
dice roll allows for an increased chance of success rather than potential for two successes.    
 

   PROGRAM TYPE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

GIBSON MACRO 2 D10s to Infiltrate Opponent Network. Effect lasts Duration of Game 

BANKS MACRO 2 D10s to Overload Opponent System. Effect lasts duration of Game 

PKD MACRO 2 D10s to Hijack/Resist. Effect lasts Duration of Game 

WILLIAMS MACRO 2 D10s to Pilot Allied Drone. Effect lasts Duration of Game 

 
COMBAT GEAR  
There are currently three Combat Gear items: Smart Ammo, Mono-Filament Blades, and Micro-
Grenades. Smart Ammo and Mono-filament Blades are equipped for the duration of the mission and do 
not run out.  
Micro Grenades are classed as a Single-Use, Ranged Attack Weapon. ‘Using’ a Grenade is a Combat 
Action and any unsuccessful throws are considered to have been deflected or defective. Micro-
grenades come in four types: Frag, EMP, Flash Bang and Smoke.  Use a Large Blast Template to 
mark the area of effect for the grenade. Any model touched by the template must roll to Dodge/Defend. 
Failed Dodge/Defend models are affected. See Grenade Effects and D/D Penalties below.  
Micro-Grenades are single use items and are removed from the player’s inventory after use regardless 
of the attack’s success. A Ronin may still Roll 2 dice when throwing a grenade but is merely given two 
chances to succeed. (A single grenade cannot explode twice) 
  

COMBAT GEAR DESCRIPTION 

Smart Ammo Gives +1 to Ranged Attack Roll -1 to Target Dodge Roll 

Mono-Filament Blade Melee Target suffers -2 Penalty to Defense Roll. 

Micro-Grenades Frag (-2 to Organic Target’s D/D Roll) 
EMP(-2 to Drone/Robotic Target D/D Roll) 

Flash Bang (All targets in Blast Radius that failed their DD Roll are 
considered Stunned and lose their next Turn.)  

Smoke Grenade: Large Blast Template placed as desired. Blocks line of 
sight/line of fire for two full turns.  

 
SUPPORT GEAR 
There are two types of Support Gear: Drugs and Drones. (The 22nd Century’s upgraded, updated 
version of DnD) 
 
DRUGS 
Also called Pharma-Derms, these are massive doses of combat drugs applied directly to the user via 
dermal patches. These Slap Patches are optimized for rapid absorption and can only be used one time 
only. Application requires a single successful Interact roll. A Failed roll means Agent fumbled the patch 
and may try again. Drug effects are applied immediately. Multiple and Different Slap Patches can be 
applied in the same turn, however side effects roll over to following turns. So applying Hyper Space 
and Neo in the same turn would cause the Agent to Crash the following TWO turns   
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DRUG BENEFIT SIDE EFFECT 

HYPER SPACE Any/all remaining Actions/Dice replaced by 3 
D8s 

CRASH. Next Turn Agent can 
only use Free Move and 1 D6 

NEO Cyber Affinity. D10 Rolls for any/all subsequent 
CAP rolls that turn. 

CRASH. Next Turn Agent can 
only use Free Move and 1 D6 

MCCOY 2 D10s to Heal. May Heal 2 Wounds if both rolls 
are successful. 

NONE 

 
DRONES 
In a small-action skirmish game like HARDWIRED, ‘drone’ is the catch all term for any remote 
controlled robotic device, be that the surveillance, medical, or combat series.  
 
HOSTILE DRONES V. AGENT DRONES 
Hostile Security Drones come in three types - D6, D8, and D10 – and follow the standard Die 
Type/Number of Activations rules for Hostile Security Forces. See the Section Four for details on H-
SEC Security.   
 
Agent Drones are handled differently. Although represented with a physical model, they are considered 
a piece of Equipment and must remain within 1” of their user until activated. Drone models provide no 
benefit or hindrance, and are not counted as cover. Agent Drones must be activated with a successful 
Pilot CAP roll. Once activated, the Agent can then ‘use’ the Drone – i.e. transfer actions - for as long as 
pilot desires, or until the remote-control link is broken.  
 
DRONE LINK 
After an Agent makes a successful Pilot CAP roll, the Agent is said to be ‘linked’ and can transfer their 
actions to the Drone on a one-to-one basis. The Agent does not have to roll dice for the ‘transfers’; they 
are simply declared. Note that the standard Die Type rules still apply to the Agent-Pilot for their own 
actions, but the linked Drone will always rolls a D8 when attempting its actions.  
Even though the Pilot Link carries over from turn to turn as long as the Agent desires, the only action 
an Agent-Pilot can perform without breaking the link with the Drone is the Free Move/Move. Regular 
Die type rules still apply to the Agent/Pilot own actions when linked. Any Combat, Dodge/Defense Roll, 
or Injury will sever the drone link and control must be reestablished with a new Pilot CAP roll.  
  
DRONE ACTIONS 
When Activated, an Agent Drone uses a single D8 for all action rolls. However, to represent a drone’s 
increased speed and efficiency, a single successful D8 roll gives the active drone several options:  
1. The Drone can move 8”.  
2. The Drone can move 4” and perform one action.  
3. The Drone can remain stationary and perform two actions.  
Actions include Attack, (Ranged or Melee at 1 D8 per weapon installed) Apply MedKit or Slap Patch, or 
use a CW-Macro.   
 
DRONE CONFIGURATION 
Drone equipment is configured by the individual Agent according to the specs of the mission. Each 
Drone has two (2) Hard Points, and a single piece of Equipment can be installed in each location. This 
provides the Agent with a variety of tactical options. The Drone Hard Point Equipment List is below. 
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HARD POINT EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 

Weapon- Ranged or Melee Allows 1 D8 attack roll per weapon per action. 

Felix the Cat Magic Bag Magic Bag can hold any two of the following small 
items: Med-Kit, CW-Macro, or Drug. 

 
This means a drone can be outfitted for Combat, Support, Cyber-War or any combination of the three. 
For example: a Drone with two Ranged weapons can roll 2 D8 when making a single Ranged Attack. 
(one for each Hard Point weapon)  The same applies to a Drone equipped with two Melee weapons in 
close combat. A Drone could also carry one Weapon and a Magic Bag with Med-Kits. (Or CW-Macros, 
or Slap-Patches…) Your call, Agent. You know you can’t predict the future but you better be prepared 
for anything.   
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PART THREE: WET WORK  
Turn Sequence - Dice Mechanics – Movement – Combat - Terrain 

 

 
3.1  TURN SEQUENCE 
 
HARDWIRED is an IGO-UGO game with one side moving and resolving all their unit’s actions, then 
passing the initiative to the opposing side. A Game Turn is divided into two phases: the AGENT 
PHASE and the H-SEC PHASE. (Hostile Security) The Game continues turn by turn until one side 
achieves the Mission Objectives or the Turn Limit is reached.   
 
Agents always act first, deploying in the mission starting positions and taking their first actions. Once 
they have finished, the H-SEC PHASE begins.  
 
A full explanation of H-SEC Deployment is in Section 4, but in brief, Hostile Security forces will arrive in 
the Mission Area from one of four Access Points. (see below) H-SEC arrival locations are determined 
by D4 rolls. In the very first H-SEC Phase, these ‘spawning’ rolls will occur right away, with the arriving 
forces immediately moving to cover and preparing to engage the Agents in the next Game Turn. After 
they have spawned and moved, the first Game Turn ends and initiative passes back to the Agents.  
 
In every subsequent H-SEC Phase, existing on-board Hostile Security forces will engage the Agents 
before the next wave arrives and the new spawning/arrival location rolls. Once all H-SEC models have 
acted/attempted to act, only then are the H-SEC Access Point rolls made and new H-SEC units 
appear. These new units can immediately move to cover and prepare for the next game turn.    
 
Once both the Agents and the Opposition Security Forces have activated all their models, the game 
turn is over and the cycle starts again.  
 

 
3.2  DICE MECHANICS 
 
HARDWIRED uses four types of polyhedral dice: D4, D6, D8, and D10. The D4 Die is used exclusively 
for H-SEC spawning at the game’s Access Points. The D6, D8 and D10 are used in game to determine 
the success of a model’s actions. For Agents, these three dice constitute their Dice Pool. These dice 
are used over the course of the Agent’s activation to attempt Actions and the Dice Pool is renewed 
every turn.   
 
AGENT ACTIONS  
During the AGENT PHASE, the Agent team can activate models in any order they deem necessary. 
Once an Agent is Activated however, it must resolve all its actions before another Agent is eligible to 
act.  
 
THE DICE POOL, ACTIONS, AND DIMINISHING POSSIBILITIES 
Except for special circumstances, Agents are only allowed Three (3) Actions per Phase. The Target 
Number to perform an Action successfully is a 4+. To act, simply declare the intended Action (Move, 
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Shoot, Activate CAP, etc) select one of the die types in the Dice Pool and try for a 4+, accounting for 
modifiers and penalties. Every 4+ is a Success. Less is a Failure.  
 
To represent the stress and diminishing possibilities in a tense, frenetic combat situation, each Die 
Type can only be used once. One chance with a D10, one with a D8, and one with a D6. That’s it. 
Although Specialization Protocols permit an Agent to roll two of a give die type in certain 
circumstances, the Die Type can only be used once per AGENT PHASE. Note also in the case of 
linked SPs, rolling two dice merely gives the Agent a greater probability of success, not a chance at two 
successes. In either case, once the Agent’s Dice Pool is depleted, they can no longer act that Game 
Turn. This means Agent’s must prioritize their intended actions and allocate whichever Die Type they 
feel gives them the best chance at success.   

 
3.3  MOVEMENT 
 
AGENT FREE MOVE AND MOVE ACTIONS 
All Agents have a Base Movement of 4” and are given One (1) ‘Free Move’ action per Turn. This Free 
Move is not part of the Agent’s Three Actions/Dice Pool. The Free Move can be taken any time during 
the Agent’s activation. However, any further Movement Action must be attempted with a roll from the 
Dice Pool.  
 

3.4 COMBAT 
 
COMBAT 
In HARDWIRED, Combat – Ranged or Melee – is simple and straightforward. The Attacker declares a 
target, checks the range and Line of Sight, selects a Die Type for their Attack Action, and rolls, hoping 
for a Success of 4+. Take any and all modifiers (CAPS, Terrain, Smart Ammo…) into account. Failures 
are a Miss. That’s it.  
 
If the Attack roll is Successful (4+, including modifiers) then the Defender will roll the appropriate Die 
Type to Dodge/Defend. If the Defender roll is Successful (4+, including modifiers) then the hit has 
blocked/deflected. If the Doge/Defend roll is unsuccessful, the target has been Wounded. H-Sec 
models have one Wound each. Agent models have several. More on that below. 
 
COMBAT RANGE 
Melee Combat follows the same procedure and can only occur when models are in Base-to-Base 
contact. Because HARDWIRED is essentially a Close Quarter Combat game with melee weapons 
and/or small arms fire in tight spaces and built up urban sprawl, Ranged Combat is limited to 18” or 
less.  
 
AGENT DEFAULT DEFENSE DIE 
When Performing a Dodge/Defend roll against an H-SEC attack, the Agents’ Default Die Type is D6. 
This die type can be shifted up in game with the use of CAPS, combat drugs, or special circumstances, 
but in general, when the run goes sour and the lead starts flying, your Agent stands a roughly 50/50 
chance of staying out of its way. Note the Razor and Ronin 2 dice bonus for linked SP still applies.  
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WOUNDS 
While H-SEC units only have one Wound, Agents can take three (3) Wounds and still function. Yes, 
three. Every successful hit that was not Dodged/Defended is a wound. Wounds have a cumulative 
effect on the availability of Die Types and the Number of Actions, meaning an injured Agent’s 
capabilities are increasingly degraded by damage - unless they are healed either by a fellow team mate 
or by activating the MEDIC CAP themselves. The Agent Injuries and Actions effects breakdown is 
below.  
 
AGENT INJURIES AND ACTIONS 
0 wounds = All die types and 3 Actions 
1 wound = no D10 and 2 Actions at D8 and D6. 
2 wounds = no D8 and 1 Action at D6 
3 wounds = Free Move only. 
4 wounds = DEAD. 
 

3.5  TERRAIN 
 
Terrain in HARDWIRED serves three purposes: the first is aesthetic, (because there’s nothing quite 
like a cool cyberpunk table set up) the second is to block and or alter a model’s Line-of-Sight and 
Movement ability, and the third, related, purpose is to serve as cover once the shooting starts.  
 
There are three types of cover: Obstruction, Light, and Hard. Obstructions are intervening items that 
obscure but do not completely block the attacker’s line of sight/line of fire. Light Cover is items like 
wood fences, glass signs, boxes, and refuse. Hard Cover is metal and concrete items like garbage 
dumpsters, vehicles, and jersey barriers. The terrain modifiers are penalties subtracted from the 
attacker’s roll and the Dodge/Defend bonuses are added to the defender’s roll.  
  
TERRAIN MODIFIERS 
Obstruction: -2 to Attack Roll 
Light Cover: -2 to Attack Roll and +1 to Dodge/Defend Roll 
Heavy Cover: -2 to Attack Roll and + 2 to Dodge/Defend Roll 
 
NETWORKS AND FIREWALLS 
In HARDWIRED, all H-SEC systems have security ratings ranging from 1 – 3. The higher the rating, 
the more difficult it is to penetrate. H-SEC System Security ratings are negative modifiers to any Agent 
cyber intrusion roll, be that infiltrate, overload, hijack, etc.  A locked door in a corporate rival’s facility 
would have Security 1, a weapons locker would have Security 2, and a secure server Security 3. Apply 
as is appropriate to the scenario. Note that in game terms, civilian networks or system is considered 0 
rated and can be hacked at a straight 4+ success.  
 
Examples of Security Rated Systems 

Security Level 1 Security  Level 2 Security Level 3 

Office Door Restricted Area Access Top Secret Area 

Company Automobile/Truck Weapon Locker Secure Server 

Cubicle Workstation Executive Workstation Encrypted Corporate Comms 

Personal Datapad VIP Safe Research/Military Lab 
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PART FOUR: DARK OPS  
Mission Selection - H-SEC Forces – Game Set-up  

 
41. MISSION SELECTION 
 
MISSIONS 
Whether you’re after restricted financial data, a prototype AI, or a defecting human asset; escorting a 
VIP, or defending a helipad at a Black Nano-Tech Research Lab; assassinating a rival CEO or 
sabotaging the Media Glom’s fiber-optic cable hub, Corporate Dark Ops are simply variations on three 
basic themes: steal something, guard something, break something. 
 
Some of our games are straightforward: get the Data Chip across the table. Others are more complex: 
first, break in the facility, then infiltrate the system, and finally get to the server and download the data 
before the system can reboot.  
 
Here are some random cyberpunk missions I found with a quick Google Search:  

1. An arrogant foreign government agent named Mr. Quing needs a team to steal a biometric 
database from MTI Services Corporation. In addition, they encounter an old ally now working 
against them. 

2. A corporate agent named Tsien Do needs a team to break into a Multi-Link Media 
Consolidated facility and place network surveillance devices. Further, they may have to deal 
with high radiation. 

3. A hawkish cyber-terrorist named East Nine needs a team to infiltrate an HHD Heavy Security 
facility to test its security. Further, they will need to acquire some special equipment first. 

4. An anonymous media producer needs a team to deliver a glass cube to a government security 
organization. Further, rivals have sent an Elite Armed Response Team to intercept them.  

5. A data broker named Ms. One needs a team to deliver a stolen market algorithm to Gany 
Unlimited. Further, the parcel will destroy itself in thirty minutes. 

6. An anonymous corporate agent needs a team to infiltrate a Chou-Shima Cybernetics research 
lab and alter a logistical database. Further, the security surrounding the target is unusually 
high. 

7. A minor executive named Ethan Masu needs a team to deliver an antique floppy disk to 
Branden Volante, an engineer of Cui-Kheva Media Consolidated. However, the client hires a 
team of assassins to eliminate them after the job. 

8. A minor executive named Reginald Geoffries needs a team to steal a prototype fusion reactor 
in transit to BDM Services Unlimited. Further, they will need to convince a member of the 
transport company to assist them first. 

9. An anonymous hacktivist group needs a team to break into a secret underwater facility and 
steal a database of communications surveillance. Further, the security surrounding the target is 
unusually high. 

10. A media agent named Ms. Huang needs a team to infiltrate a Prozheria-Marodev Cybernetics 
corporate hospital and extract a financial executive named Ma Ru-Na. In addition, they get 
caught in an unrelated firefight. 
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TURN LIMIT 
HARDWIRED games are limited to six (6) turns. This is optimal in that it allows Agents time to 
accomplish their objectives but requires them to stay on the move and make tactical choices. For larger 
games with more players, feel free to bump the Turn Limit to eight.  
 

 
4.2 H-SEC FORCES 
 
AN ESCALATING RESPONSE 
H-SEC forces are not as detailed as player characters. Unlike Agents, their capabilities are limited, they 
do not have Specialization Protocols or CAPs. Their ability to act is restricted as well. The problem is 
there are a lot of them and they just keep coming. Plus, the longer the mission takes, the higher the 
quality of the responding units.  
 
H-SEC forces are classed by Die Types: D6 H-SEC, D8 H-SEC, and D10 H-SEC. This identifies both 
their die types used for in-game Actions as well as the number of Actions allowed: 1 Action D6, 2 
Actions D8, and 3 Actions D10, respectively. H-SEC forces resolve their Actions the same as Agents, 
hoping for a success of 4+ on the relevant Die Type, plus or minus any relevant modifiers.   
 
D6 forces are straightforward Tier 1 Security: simple, pre-programmed drones and Rent-a-Cops.  
D8 are Tier 2. Now we’re talking Armed Response/SWAT with Heavy, semi-autonomous drones.  
D10 H-SEC are Tier 3 Elites. Cyborgs, Powered Body Armor, Fully Autonomous Drones.  
 
Enemy Drones of all levels also come equipped with System Security: Level 1 for D6, Level 2 for D8, 
and Level 3 for D10. Any cyber-war rolls to interfere or infiltrate their systems are subject to negative 
modifiers at the appropriate rating.  
 
ENEMY AGENTS 
Let’s hope you don’t run into any. Enemy Agents are statted like the Player Character Agents. To really 
challenge yourself, create an Agent you’d love to play – then make them an Enemy.    
 
H-SEC TACTICS AND TRAINING. 
In HARDWIRED, players work together against the table. The H-SEC forces are there to stop you. 
Period. Trained, determined, focused when deployed, they will follow four basic rules:  
1. Engage the Nearest Visible Enemy 
2. Use Cover whenever possible. 
3. Keep Attacking until either they or you are dead.  
4. Prevent Agents from achieving their Objective.  
 
Players can designate someone to move, roll and control the H-SEC team, or they can take turns. 
Whichever you decide, players should respect the intent of the game and play the H-SEC aggressively, 
following the four basic rules above.  
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GAME SET UP AND H-SEC ACCESS POINTS 
 
When setting up the Game Area, designate one edge as the Agent Deployment Zone. Agents start on 
that line. On the three remaining edges place Four (4) Tokens or Chits to mark the H-SEC Access 
Points. At least One Access Point should be on the opposite side of the board. H-Sec Access points 
should be placed in appropriate locations that would reasonably allow them to enter the area and 
intercept the Agents. (i.e. in a hall, not a broom closet. A side street, not in a building.) Access points 
cannot be within 6” of each other, and they cannot be within 12” of the Agent Deployment Zone.  
 
Once the Access points are placed, mark them 1 through 4. The designation remains for the duration of 
the game and is tied to the D4 H-SEC spawning rolls.      
 
At the beginning of the first H-SEC Phase, and then at the conclusion of every subsequent H-SEC 
phase, roll a D4 two times. Note the result, consult the Table below then place the appropriate number 
of miniatures in the similarly designated numbered location. If you are playing with more than four 
Agents or one a larger area, increase the number of troops spawning at each Access Point by one.  
 
Notice the quantity and quality of the H-SEC forces varies and increases by Turn and remember the H-
SEC forces get a Free Move toward/into the nearest cover when deploying. Spawning H-SEC always 
prepares to engage the Agents on the following turn. For games with more than 6 Turns, repeat 
H=SEC deployments from turn 5 and 6 until finished.(Or add an Enemy AGENT at each location)   
 
                                                      H-SEC RESPONSE TABLE 

TURN H-SEC QUALITY 

1 D6  2 per Access Point 

2 D6  3 per Access Point 

3 D8  2 Per Access Point 

4 D8  3 per Access Point 

5 D10 2 per Access Point 

6 D10 3 Per Access Point 

  
Quick Note about H-SEC miniatures: I highly recommend you use similar types of figures with a 
common paint scheme to represent each type of H-SEC security. For example, Reaper Bones Nova 
Corp troopers make great first and second wave D6 troops. Dream Pod 9 Heavy Gear Caprice figs 
make excellent security drones and come in different configurations. You could also use standard 
uniformed police to start then bump it up to SWAT troopers for Tier 2 D8s. Work with what you’ve got 
and what you like. Keep it clear and consistent to minimize confusion and disagreements among the 
players. If anything, this will give you an excuse to get that set of troopers or robots or Spec Ops you’ve 
been eyeing for a while.     
 
The best way to get a genuinely challenging game of HARDWIRED is to play the H-SEC forces 
intelligently, fairly, and aggressively. Follow the Four Basic Rules outlined above, move and roll to win 
when you’re controlling them, and I pretty much guarantee you’ll have a much more memorable and 
exciting run.    
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PART FIVE: MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS  
Summary – Sample – The Fine Print 

 

HARDWIRED was born out of a love for cyberpunk, table top gaming, polyhedral dice, and the old PC 
game Syndicate. (Remember that game?) Add to them an appreciation for cooperative games that 
provide the unusual opportunity to fight together instead of against each other, (Pandemic comes to 
mind) and I came up with this. I aimed for something fun and cool, a stand-alone game you can learn 
quickly and set up with a minimum of prep time. Hopefully I succeeded.  
 
Even though it’s set in a stock, chrome-and-mirror shades setting, there’s no reason HARDWIRED 
can’t handle Shadowrun, Interface Zero, or even the Eclipse Phase trans-human universe with some 
tweaking. Equate magic and/or psionic powers with CAPs, (ACPs perhaps? Arcane Craft Powers) and 
you should be off to a good start.   
 
Yes, it’s a niche setting. No, it’s not perfect. But it works well for what it is. If you encounter a question 
or situation not covered in this booklet, roll a die, make a quick decision to keep the game moving. 
Hammer out the specifics with your gaming buddies afterward.  
 
 
  SAMPLE MISSION 

Try a couple ‘Data Theft’ games first, with your crew in possession of a stolen data file, running the gauntlet from 
one edge to the opposite side, to get the hang of things. Once you’ve mastered combat and H-SEC deployment, 
spice the missions up by adding steps; small but vital tasks you need to accomplish in order to reach or achieve 
the main objective. Here’s an example:   
 
“IT’S ALL IN YOUR HEAD.” 
The Executive Committee has requested your team extract a rival gene-tech researcher named Yawan Yukori. 
However, the target has been implanted with a GPS-triggered cortex bomb. Bring a Splicer and make sure it’s 
deactivated before you haul Yukori off an exit edge.  
 
TABLE SET UP: Crowded Urban Sprawl. Place Y.Y. in center with two body guards. (D6 quality) Designate one 
Edge as the Agent Deployment. Have Two H-SEC Access points on the opposite edge and One on either flank.  
Place one AGENT Exit on the game edge opposite the Agent Deployment Zone, in between, but 6” from, either 
H-SEC Access point.  
Per the rules, Agents move first.  
 
TABLE SIZE AND GAME TURNS: 36” x 36” = 6 Turns. Larger Area = 8 Turns. 
 
OBJECTIVES: 1. Incapacitate Yukori’s guards. 2. Deactivate the Cortical Bomb. 3. Get the Asset out of the 
danger zone before the time limit.  
 
Good Luck.  
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THE FINE PRINT 
This game is free, and as such, feel free to tweak and modify to suit your game group, favorite setting, 
and style of play. Sharing and adaptation is how stuff like this is not only enjoyed but improved.  
 
Stealing it, saying you made it, charging $$ for it would be very uncool though. (Not to mention that 
kind of behavior has a way of coming around to bite you later) Don’t do that. Give credit where credit is 
due. A mention, a link back to the site, one or two sentences explaining where you got HARDWIRED 
isn’t too much to ask, is it? Everyone here at the Cape Cod Wargame Commission and the various 
sites we frequent would greatly appreciate it.  
 
In the meantime, buy some cyberpunk figs, (or paint the ones languishing in your lead mountain) set up 
a NeoTokyo, New Kowloon, or Downtown Seattle, and run HARDWIRED through its paces. Take care 
and have fun.  
 
Thanks,  
Patrick T.  
May, 2018 
Cape Cod Wargame Commission 
STALKER7.com 
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SAMPLE AGENT STAT CARD 
Copy as needed.  

 
 
 HARDWIRED 

 
AGENT NAME_________________________________ 
SPECIALIZATION PROTOCOL (SP)_____________  
 

BONUS - ACTION TYPE______________________  
BONUS – CAP TYPE _________________________ 
 

GEAR 
SLOT 1: ___________________________________ 
SLOT 2: ___________________________________ 
 

No Wounds = All Die Types/3 Actions 
 1 No D10  2 Actions D8, D6  
 2 No D8   1 Action D6 
 3 No D6  Free Move Only  
 
NOTES________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 


